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in my opinion, the witcher 3 is the most compelling rpg ever made. a standalone vr game has been a long time in coming, but it is finally here. as a result, its been a long time since we last featured a the witcher 3 vr mod, but now we have a new one that is both a great looking and very, very polished experience. the developer describes the
game as a medieval horror story in vr, so its certainly that, and its a pretty fun one at that. all told, this is one of the better vr mods out there. just like rockstar games, the vr version of l.a. noire: the vr case files (2017) is hitting psvr early next year and these early hands-on impressions are in. the game brings vr crime solving to life with the
aid of some new features and enhancements. the game allows for multiple endings and features some neat new minigames. you can watch the footage from the presentation of the game below: but like with most of the other mods we've mentioned, l.a. noire is still very much playable without vr. in fact, if you have a rift s, you can easily use
a vive or rift or vive pro and enjoy the game's gorgeous 1930s los angeles as it should be experienced. last, but not least, we have the questzdoom mod for la noire. it was actually released a couple of years ago, but it's received some new updates since then. aside from that, the mod is still fairly new and hasn't been updated in quite some
time. if you want to play a classic pc game in vr, this is the one to go with. just download it and go. so we know a little bit about the best mods for quest, but what about the best games for quest? what are the best quest games? if you want to find out, check out our quest games section. there are quite a few great titles for you to check out.
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weve had plenty of great vr games and mods in the past, and those still get updated. but recently, quest games have been bringing a bit more of a focus to their vr experiences. in this way, their 2017 launch has been a great success with some really innovative ideas. weve gathered a list of some of the best: as a vr game that lets you
explore the worlds of other games, quests new mod, called project morpheus, offers a lot of freedom. youll explore the vr worlds of gears of war, far cry, doom, doom 2, quake and more. this includes new weapons, enemies, and even the ability to play as a human character in a robot suit. its one of the best vr mods around. resident evil 7

and 8 are the latest games to get their own vr mods. these are the most recent and most complete versions of the games, with all of the support that the developer provided for them. youll be able to play through these games in almost complete first-person perspective and with full head tracking. youll be able to play with the oculus quest
or psvr. so far, this has been the only way to play the mod shop. once youve played la noire: the vr case files (which you can still do with a gamepad, of course) then theres not much point in playing it again with the gamepad. but now with the chance to play on the pc in vr, we can get round this. and it is a good game in vr too, with the

gameplay mostly intact and motion control. but if youve played it from a gamepad already, then its probably a bit much to expect a bigger difference. praydog studio is about to release a new version of its excellent la noire ps3 mod. theyve added some new features and improved the game play. additionally, theyve added a few new items
to the game, such as new weapons, new ammunition types and new outfits. users will be able to download the latest update for the game from the official website. 5ec8ef588b
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